To Dr Albert B. SABIN
The Childern's Hospital Research Foundation
Elland Ave. and Bethesda
CINCINNATI 29
Ohio.

Dear Dr SABIN,

It was a pleasure to receive your letter and the reprint which had my full interest. I have sent immediately by airmail copies of my study to Dr Langmuir and Dr Lilienfeld. I am very grateful for your remark regarding the negative result which can be expected from a gamma globuline injection a week before tonsillectomy will be performed. I did not know the animal experiments you refered to.

The conclusion at the end of my work, has been a useful introduction for discussion after my communication on 22 October in Bordeaux for the meeting colleagues from the Ministry of Health from Belgium, France, Great-Britain, Luxemburg and the Netherlands. I now consider to publish this study (without the conclusion). May I ask you if, in your opinion, there will be a medical journal in the United States willing to insert it? If your answer should be in the affirmative, I hope you will give me the address of an editor to whom I can communicate at this aim. It is not my intention to get any fee, at most I should ask 60 free reprints. I apologize that I trouble you for this question.

Thanking you in advance,

Yours faithfully,

(Dr G.D. Hemmes
74 Stadhouderslaan
UTRECHT
the Netherlands)